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Keep My Skillet Good and Greasy in C 

Intro: |C / G / |C 

 Verse 1: 

       |C                                |C 
I’m  going down town, gonna  get me sack of flour 

          |C                                      |C  
Gonna  cook it every hour, keep my  skillet good and greasy 

     |C                                  |C     /            F        G        |C            
All the  time, time, time Keep my  skillet good and greasy all the  time 

Instrumental: |C   |C  |C / F G |C 

 Verse 2: 

       |C                          |C 
Got  chickens in my sack,  bloodhounds on my back 

        |C                           
Keep my  skillet good and greasy  

     |C                                 |C     /            F        G        |C            
All the  time, time, time Keep my  skillet good and greasy all the  time 

Instrumental: |C   |C  |C / F G |C 

 Verse 3: 

           |C                  |C 
Well if  you say so, I’ll  never work no more 

     |C 
I’ll  lay around your Chevy  

     |C                           |C     /            F        G        |C            
All the  time, time, time Just  lay around your Chevy all the  time 

Instrumental: |C   |C  |C / F G |C 
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Keep My Skillet Good and Greasy - 2 

 Verse 4: 

       |C                                         |C  
I’m  going up the mountain, gonna   get me jug of whiskey 

           |C                                    |C 
Gonna  give all to Nancy, keep her  good and drunk and boozy  

      |C 
All the   time, time, time 

               |C     /                   F      G        |C            
Keep her  good and drunk and boozy all the  time 

Instrumental: |C   |C  |C / F G |C 

 Verse 5: 

       |C                                |C  
I’m  going down town, gonna  get me sack of flour 

           |C                                     |C 
Gonna  cook it every hour, keep my  skillet good and greasy 

     |C                                 |C     /            F        G        |C            
All the  time, time, time Keep my  skillet good and greasy all the  time 

              |C     /            F        G        |C                     
Keep my  skillet good and greasy all the  time 

              |C     /             F        G        |C  /   /            
Keep my  skillet good and greasy all the  time 
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